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About This Content

We are proud to introduce a new set of truck tyres and truck accessories, officially licensed from Michelin to Euro Truck
Simulator 2. We are complementing them by several "aftermarket" goodies and paintjobs to create a mix that should bring a

smile to every Michelin fan's face.

Michelin is one of the largest tyre manufacturers in the world, acknowledged as an innovator with a history spanning over 120
years. Michelin's brand identity is immediately recognizable. The symbol of the company - Bibendum, the Michelin Man - is

one of the world's oldest trademarks.

The content of this DLC includes:

Front Tyres

315/70 Michelin X Line Energy Z

385/65 Michelin X Line Energy F

385/55 Michelin X Line Energy F

385/55 Michelin XFA2

315/70 Michelin X MultiWay 3D XZE
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315/80 Michelin X MultiWay 3D XZE

Rear Tyres

315/70 Michelin X Line Energy Z

315/70 Michelin X Line Energy D 2

315/70 Michelin X MultiWay 3D XZE

315/80 Michelin X MultiWay 3D XZE

315/70 Michelin X MultiWay 3D XDE

315/80 Michelin X MultiWay 3D XDE

Bonus Paintjobs

Bibendum

Michelin Tracks

Truck tuning & accessories

Bibendum Roof Figure

Bibendum Dashboard Figure

Square Flag

Triangle Flag

Tea Cup

Hanging Bibendum Figure

Air Freshener

Baseball Cap
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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Although I did enjoy replaying this game, it was mostly due to nostagia. Yet, 2004 was not so far back in the days to
accommodate this fellow adequately. What I mean is that Aura is a cool game, but nothing more: it's slow, with illogical puzzles
and unsatisfactory results.

Another thing I find rather awkward is the fact that you get to see millions of things tht can help you solve an issue, but no... you
need to use that specific piece of oddly coloured pixel from that other place far away from your current position.

Otherwise, the game suffers from the common-maker syndrome: the way the makers think is too common. You get easy puzzles
and illogically hard ones, because they couldn't think of a logically hard puzzles to insert, so they "crafted" odd ones.

Dialogues are also unhepful, could be forsaken altogether.. This was a very charming game, short and sweet. I highly
recommend it if you enjoy pixel art, which the game tackles beautifully, and simple puzzles. The music, while not particularly
memorable, is also handled very well; I played this game on a lazy Saturday afternoon and it was so incredibly relaxing to
explore the clock tower, sipping coffee and listening to the calming melodies.

The game is, of course, very short, so this game may not be the best for those who would rather sink their teeth into meaty
adventures. Mileage will vary slightly, but if you plow through everything at once, Tick Tock Isle will more than likely take you
around an hour to complete. Despite the short play time, though, the characters leave an impression. They're all facing problems
that are in many way familiar, yet these problems are expressed and/or solved in unique ways. The family musician, Melody is
uninspired; Rod and his wife clash over his laziness; Rivet and Brazo, two other residents, lament their lack of skill in certain
areas. Solving their problems are satisfying and the conclusion of the game, if somewhat abrupt, feels earned.

Some other quick notes:

1) It was lovely to see small references to other time travel-based stories in the game; I'll leave the matter of what's actually
referenced a surprise, though.

2) There's at least one secret/easter egg that I managed to catch on my game, which added an interesting little tidbit to the
backstory (keep an eye out, near the very end of the game, of an area to use the cheese). And based on one item I ended up not
using, I think that there could be at least one more. Just something of interest to mention for the completionists out there.. As
good as the first, if not better - marvelous addition!. Pandemic is a great board game but this is very lazy adaptation. The
interface and the sound effects are both poor, but what gets me is the complete lack of options. The resolution can't be changed
and there isn't even a windowed / full screen option. The default display mode doesn't hide my taskbar, but appears partially
underneath it. I only played the tutorial but even that is bad. I've seen enough. I might come back if online multiplayer is ever
added, but until then, this implementation is worse than just playing the board game alone. Not recommended.. next 20-30 years
of development and this game might be worth 13 bucks. Huge disappointment. Chambara is a beautiful steal action multiplayer
game. Your heart will race as you attempt to find and kill your opponent while attempting to hide from them in plain sight.
Chambara takes a simple concept and explodres it thoroughly. Featuring tight controls and well thought out gameplay. This is a
great local multiplayer and well worth your money.
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It's ok. I can't recommend while the nuclear wind is still a thing. Basically after 5 minutes of playing nuclear wind comes and
you die. The 80s Terminator-esque aesthetic and sound design is done really well. The underlying gameplay should be fun but it
is painfully slow. I would have had more fun if the enemies were a little bit scarcer and everything moved a bit faster. Waiting
for an enemy to turn around or leave an area is super frustrating.. Good game for those who speak well english and have an high
IQ! it's pretty much an Mensa IQ test without looking at the guide:). Most of the 'puzzles' are: access new area, interact with
thing in new area, repeat. Also all the weird physics isn't implemented well; the 'switching gravity' is purely a camera rotation
and not particularly dynamic or interesting.

Interesting idea, meh execution.. It is not a good game at all, don't buy it. Overall this was a pretty interesting game with a
twisted story line. I thought the price for this game was pretty fair, the story was nice and the game was not incredibly short. I do
wish cards will be created for this game to create badges.. No jumping.
Gamemechanics are nice. Sometimes it seems as if the hitboxes are a bit off.
Story - what story?
Graphics are fluid even on weak machines.
Sound - soso.. Right now my rating on this DLC is totally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because everytime I try to
play it it crashes my game. but the base game is amazing!!!!. This game is amazing first time I played :D

It's so cool! When you make a stick person you don't have to do a stick figure you can do what is in your imagonation :D
I rate this 120000/5
I recommend this game to everyone by every age :D
. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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